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The master is dead. Long live the master.

In this new Democratic Republic of the

Internet, any Karim, Nabil or Dina can

become an author, an artist, a designer, 

a professor and even a doctor. Even this

author admits to having eschewed one 

or two doctor’s appointments, opting

instead to consult and self-diagnose 

with Dr. Google. 

The accessibility of the internet can carry

both benefits and disadvantages: the

benefit in this case being that, to be a 

big fish in a big pond, you have to truly

master your subject.

So what does it take? Malcolm Gladwell

famously said that it takes 10,000 hours.

Others have added to that score with

notes of their own, such as the

importance of mentorship and creativity

and working within your inclination. But

the general consensus does seem to

agree that if you want to be good, you

have to capitalize on what you have, put

in the time, and be willing to learn.

In many ways, this issue of the Middle 

East Point of View is about mastery and

what it takes to truly grasp one’s subject.

Tamer Charife and Mohammad El Nems

in their article on the security of Cloud

services (Silver or black lining?) mention

that Cloud services can offer many

benefits to organizations but that these

should have a full understanding of the

subject in order to mitigate the risks

associated with these services. In his

article on the risks associated with

delegating to third parties, Ethical fallout,

Collin Keeney also alludes to the fact that

understanding what is at stake when an

organization works with third parties is

important if that company is to avoid

serious penalties and sanctions due, not

to their own, but to a third-party’s fault. 

In a similar vein, Adnan Fazli and Niraj

Bachani in their article on the future of 

oil service companies (Oilfield services:

changing dynamics of the sector and

implications for the investor and the

invested) mention that these companies

are “well placed to capitalize on this

positive outlook if they have their

fundamentals sorted (and a bit of luck).” 

But in this age of technology and

machines, when a chess master is beaten

by a computer simply because of its

sheer capacity to crunch innumerable

possible situations at speeds yet

inaccessible to the human brain (Deep

Blue versus Garry Kasparov, New York,

1993), is it worth going through all the

time and trouble to truly master one’s

subject?

The example illustrated above shows

that, in many cases, machines can

process information faster than humans

and speed things up. But is that always a

good thing? In his article on the future of

immigration and government interfacing,

Automatic for the people, Amir Mayo

argues that an “automated immigration

system will certainly expedite a laborious

process” but that in some cases, when an

algorithm or automated process alone

simply cannot determine the “panoramic

context” of a given situation, a human

touch is still necessary.  

There are many sectors in which

automation still has not taken hold and

one of these is the construction sector in

the Middle East, which still relies heavily

on migrant labor. Hence the importance

of workers’ welfare, as elucidated by

Hisham Zeitouny and Dina Fakih. In their

article, Workers’ welfare, the authors argue

that “welfare measures in an organization

are one of the factors for the workers to

stay […] and to work towards its success”

and that businesses would do well to see

implementing welfare measures as an

investment rather than a cost.

One way to save cost, according to Oliver

Morgan, especially for small to medium

enterprises, is to share working space. In

his article Not just (co)working 9 to 5, the

author says that while in the Middle East

“flexible office space occupies less than

one percent of the region’s office stock,” 

a shift in key regulations could be the

catalyst for major growth of this sector

during 2019. 

Our final article from the Deloitte Review, 

A reality check on advanced vehicle

technologies will hopefully fuel the debate

on what it takes to master a subject and if

man or machine are better versed at it. In

the meantime, make sure to revisit this

platform, the Middle East Point of View. We

humbly hope that we can provide you

with sufficient insights and knowledge

that will contribute towards your own

journey to mastery.  

ME PoV editorial team

A word from the
editorial team
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Services offered by cloud providers have been in high

demand in recent years. Giant companies like AWS,

Microsoft and Google are topping the list of cloud

service providers, and it is expected that the demand

for these services will continue to grow to over US$400

billion by 2020. Yet despite their multiple benefits,

cloud services may contain a black, rather than a 

silver lining. Now is the time for organizations to

obtain a better understanding of the benefits and 

risks associated with the adoption of cloud services 

to make an informed decision before making the leap. 
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What is the Cloud?

Cloud computing, in its simplest

definition, is nothing but a pool of servers

with high processing power connected

together, through highly available

networks, to provide end users

(consumers) with specific services 

such as storage, email, and enterprise

resource planning systems (ERP), to 

name a few.

The concept of sharing computing 

and infrastructure resources results in

reducing the cost for the consumer and

capitalizing revenue for the provider. 

The diagram below shows a simplified

illustration of cloud infrastructure. 

Worldwide public Cloud services revenue forecast (billions of U.S. Dollars)
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Security practitioners 
are concerned with data
privacy and security, 
ITO practitioners are
interested in operational
efficiency, and CEOs and
CFOs promote cost
savings. So how can
these key stakeholders
meet half-way?
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The adoption of Cloud services is a hot

topic in the C-suite. It recently got the

attention of the global markets due to

the flexibility, high availability and wide

range of services it offers, its cost

efficiency (arguably) and reduced

operational overheads.

The services offered by Cloud providers

are expected to have an increased

demand in the upcoming period. An

article published by research and

advisory firm Gartner expects cloud

adoptions to influence more than 50

percent ITO (IT Operation) deals by 2020.1

The future of the Cloud in light of the

security threat landscape

So what is the future of the Cloud? Does

the Cloud provider secure our most

valuable assets (our data) as we expect 

it to? What are the security concerns 

we need to be aware of when adopting 

Cloud services? How do we utilize Cloud

services without enlarging the data and

security threat landscape?

Security practitioners are concerned 

with data privacy and security, ITO

practitioners are interested in operational

efficiency, and CEOs and CFOs promote

cost savings. So how can these key

stakeholders meet half-way?

Cloud adoption advantages

Cloud services have enriched the

technology landscape with many

advantages, we are highlighting the 

most appealing ones below:

1. Cost effectiveness (pay only for 

the service you use)

One of the main reasons most

businesses prefer Cloud services is 

the reduced cost. 

Cloud services offer a very cost-effective

solution to manage and maintain the IT

infrastructure, they also reduce the effort

and operational risks associated with

information technology while maintaining

a very good level of service.

2. Reliability and availability

Cloud services provide business owners

with the comfort that their data is

available no matter what happens to

their local infrastructure. Simply, you only

need an internet connection to access

your data and do your business from 

any place around the globe. 

3. Flexibility and interoperability 

Cloud services allow business partners 

to collaborate remotely. Imagine the

ability of five people across five different

countries to update an Excel sheet at 

the same time (and two of them doing 

so during their commute time!)

For all of the reasons above, adopting

cloud services may seem to be the right

decision for any business owner due to

the benefits it offers. The question is:

“What is the flip side?”

Business owners (or decision makers)

need to be aware of the security risks

associated with adopting Cloud services

so as not to expose their business to

unforeseen risks.

We need to know what are the

disadvantages of implementing Cloud

services and the risks associated with

them. In the below section, we will 

be uncovering some of the security

concerns that should be carefully

considered when deciding to use 

Cloud services.

Cloud security concerns

1. Data privacy and security

Any discussion involving data must

address data privacy and security. 

Before organizations store (or process)

their data by any third party (including

Cloud providers), they must think about

how this third party will treat their data. 

For some countries, governments are

very conservative when it comes to

hosting their data on the Cloud.

Governmental data laws (similar to 

those in Saudi Arabia) started to regulate

hosting data on the Cloud and mandated

that any governmental critical data needs

to be hosted within the country’s

geographical boundaries. 

Controls such as how the data will be

stored, how it will be encrypted, who will

have the encryption key, who will be able

to read and/or modify the data, and what

are the governing privacy laws imposed

on the data centers hosting the data 

Adopting Cloud services may seem to
be the right decision for any business
owner due to the benefits it offers. The
question is: “What is the flip side?”

Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View - Spring 2019 | Cloud security
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89%

 of Cloud services do not specify that the 
customer owns the data in their terms 
of service2 

 of Cloud services do not support 
encryption of data at rest2
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should be addressed and cleared before

such a decision is taken.

2. Loss of control over your data

When organizations move their data to

the Cloud, they are trusting, and heavily

depending on, third party infrastructure.

They would not maintain the same level

of control they had on their backend

infrastructure. One of the main elements

where the organizations do not have

control is the specific location where 

their data will be stored. 

Questions about the financial stability 

of the Cloud provider, the geopolitical

impact, political value of the data, impact

of local regulations in the hosting

country, geographical threats, etc. need

to be addressed and clarified when

taking a decision to move to the Cloud.

3. High dependency on the internet 

If you experience outage in your internet

connection, your business is down. Good

Cloud providers may still have their

business continuity plans but they cannot

guarantee the continuity of your business

without you being able to reach them

through your own internet connection.

For organizations to maintain secure

Cloud services implementation, they

need to understand the importance of

addressing the security risks associated

with Cloud implementations through

baselining the Cloud risk assessment on

single (or multiple) standards that are

designed for Cloud security (e.g. ISO

27017, NIST, CSA, etc.). But how to 

assess and mitigate Cloud security risks?

One of the means of assurance include

independent third-party assurance

reporting that provides business owners

and decision makers the comfort they

require over the implementation of the

necessary controls by the Cloud

providers. Such reporting is essential due

to the fact that Cloud providers cannot

provide all their clients access to conduct

various security assessments over the

shared infrastructure due to obvious

security and data leakage concerns. 

Cloud risk assessment

The very initial step in any new service

adoption is to understand the service

and all the elements associated with it.

The way to do that is by performing a 

risk assessment.

In this article, we will highlight one risk

assessment approach that should be

followed when adopting Cloud services.

We will base the example on Microsoft

Office 365, one of the most common

cloud adoptions. 

Step 1: Identify threats and inherent

risks

The first step in the risk assessment

process is the identification of threats

and inherent associated risks following

the standard risk assessment practices.

This step would include assets

identification as well as identification of

insider, outsider and external threats,

and prioritize them considering the

number of threat actors and attributes. 

Step 2: Product risk assessment

The second step is to perform specific

Microsoft Office 365 product risk

assessment. This step would highlight

any security and privacy issues (or

For organizations to
maintain secure cloud
services implementation,
they need to understand
the importance of
addressing the security
risks associated with
Cloud implementations
through baselining the
Cloud risk assessment
on single (or multiple)
standards that are
designed for Cloud
security.
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40%
 of Cloud services replicate data in 
geographically dispersed data centers2
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challenges) with specific Office 365

product implementation (e.g. Outlook,

OneDrive, SharePoint online, etc.) along

with a Go/No-Go assessment that would

contain specific questions about each

product to assist in deciding whether

adoption of any Office 365 products

would be aligned with the organization’s

overall business strategy.

Step 3: Develop security model

Finally, a security model should be

developed to identify the security

controls in alignment with the defined

framework. The model would be used 

as a guideline for defining the cloud

security controls that are required before

implementation of the services. The

framework can be defined using single 

or multiple standard frameworks.

Conclusion

Despite the benefits that adoption 

of Cloud services can offer (cost

effectiveness, reliability, or flexibility),

organizations need to be aware of the

associated risks and work on mitigating,

or reducing them to an acceptable level

commensurate with the overall risk

appetite of the organization. 

by Tamer Charife, Partner, Risk Advisory,

and Mohamed El Nems, Manager, Risk

Advisory, Deloitte Middle East

Endnotes

1. www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-

releases/2017-02-22-gartner-says-worldwide-

public-cloud-services-market-to-grow-18-percent

-in-2017

2. Netskope, Inc. June 2017 - Cloud Report

The very initial step in any 
new service adoption is to
understand the service and all
the elements associated with
it. The way to do that is by
performing a risk assessment.
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Oilfield services:
changing dynamics
of the sector and
implications for the
investor and the
invested

The outlook for the energy sector in the Middle

East is looking strong with changing dynamics

designed to create value for the region. Oilfield

service businesses that have successfully

weathered the downturn are well placed to

capitalize on this positive outlook if they have

their fundamentals sorted (and a bit of luck).
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s service providers to the oil 

and gas industry, oilfield service

businesses (OFS) are exposed to

the roller coaster ride that comes with

being associated with the most actively

traded, and consequently volatile,

commodities on the planet.

The oil and gas sector is at the heart of

maintaining the daily flow of some 90

million barrels of oil equivalent. As oil

prices fluctuate, so do the fortunes of

businesses supporting the industry. The

two most recent oil price collapses, in

2008 and 2014, adversely affected the

OFS sector, causing:

- A reduction in demand from project

owners and operators (mainly national

and international oil companies) leading

to a fall in utilization; 

- Idling of the sector’s capacity with

retrenchment of staff and significant

cost reduction pressures;

- Capital restructuring for some, and

insolvency for others, that did not have

the right capital structure to sustain 

the down cycle.

The sector has, since the 2014 down

cycle, rebounded strongly. Utilization is

up, due to the US$50 plus oil price that

has driven spending on both, capital

projects and in maintaining, or even,

increasing production from ongoing

operations. 

Upstream expansion

Middle East national oil companies (NOC)

have expressed their intention to invest

in upstream capacity.

ADNOC (Abu Dhabi National Oil

Company) has announced its intention 

to increase its upstream production

capacity to 4 million barrels per day (bpd)

by 2020 from a targeted 3.5 million bpd

at the end of 2018. Kuwait Petroleum has

also announced its intention to increase

production capacity to 4 million bpd by

2020 from its current 3.15 million bpd.

Aramco plans to invest in maintaining its

production capacity of around 12 million

bpd and replace the production decline

from ageing fields. Such initiatives would

allow these OPEC producers to be more

responsive to the expected demand

growth from consumer countries.

In addition to oil production expansion,

gas self-sufficiency has also been set as 

a target by Middle East NOCs, led by

ADNOC, which would allow expanding

exports and provide feedstock to the

petrochemical complexes in-country.

Boosted confidence

With this strategic backdrop, the OFS

sector in the region is experiencing a

resurgence in activities, an increasing

order book, and increased near- to mid-

term certainty of demand. 

The OFS businesses that successfully

weathered the last oil price collapse 

by right sizing their cost base and

rationalizing their operations have been

well placed to benefit from the upturn

since 2016. 

An indication of increasing investor

confidence is reflected in some of the

recent successfully completed

transactions in the sector such as the

acquisition of Dubai-based National

Petroleum Services and Oman-based

Gulf Energy Services by NESRCO (National

Energy Service Reunited Corp.), for a

US$1.1 billion purchase consideration in

December 2017, creating the first MENA-

focused OFS business listed on the U.S.

NASDAQ stock exchange and the Initial

Public Offering (IPO) of Dubai-based Shelf

Drilling, a shallow water driller, on the

The sector has, since 
the 2014 down cycle,
rebounded strongly.
Utilization is up, due to
the US$50 plus oil price
that has driven spending
on both, capital projects
and in maintaining, or
even, increasing
production from 
ongoing operations. 
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Oslo Stock Exchange that raised US$225

million in June 2018. 

The above transactions and additional

interest from international and regional

investors in the OFS sector are built 

upon the view that the Middle East will

continue to invest in the upstream oil 

and gas space, given its low cost of

production.

Changing landscape and priorities

Doing business with Middle East NOCs

will require suppliers and service

providers to demonstrate compliance

with the in-country value addition

requirements that have been introduced

by Aramco (IKTVA), ADNOC (ICV) and

Oman’s Ministry of Oil and Gas (ICV), 

with Kuwait and other producer nations

likely to follow suit.

The agreement signed between Aramco

and SNC Lavalin is an example of the

initiative to localize the oilfield services

and equipment value chain in Saudi

Arabia. Equally, the contract between

Aramco and Halliburton to increase gas

production in the Kingdom’s shale fields

is a sign of increased upcoming activities

for OFS businesses.

The focus for all suppliers and service

providers in the region will be to work

towards alignment with the stated

objectives of the regional NOCs, effecting

transfer of knowledge and technology 

to help develop the local value chain.

Where to, from here?

With this backdrop, strategic players not

already in the region are likely to seek

joint ventures, investment or outright

acquisition of regional OFS businesses

that are prequalified with NOCs and 

that are compliant or working towards

achieving compliance with in-country

value requirements (ICV).

The regional OFS businesses that will

likely fit the bill are those that have:

- A proven management team with a

demonstrable track record of managing

the business through the down cycle;

- Good quality, well utilized assets and/or

capable operational teams;

- A robust order book of work with blue

chip customers; and

- The right capital structure and

compliance with regional NOC and IOC

requirements.

The challenge for OFS business owners

and managers will be to time the cycle—

which is notoriously hard to do—and

balance the longer-term contracts with

shorter-term ones, to allow for flexibility

and benefit from a potential upturn in

rates, all the while mitigating the risk of 

a reduction due to oil price volatility.

What is needed for continued

improvement is oil price stability to aid

decision making that will facilitate the

continued development of this high

potential sector. Businesses would do

well to be prepared.

by Adnan Fazli, Director, Energy,

Resources and Industrials Leader for

Financial Advisory and Niraj Bachani,

Assistant Director, Financial Advisory,

Deloitte Middle East
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The focus for all suppliers and service
providers in the region would be to
work towards alignment with the
stated objectives of the regional NOCs,
effecting transfer of knowledge and
technology to help develop the local
value chain.
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Ethical
fallout 
Ignore third parties 
at your own risk
As the regulation of global businesses moves

into a new era, the compliance obligations of

firms are becoming more extensive; the

implication for acquisitions, joint ventures, and

local distributorships/agencies are more serious

than ever. Short-term thinking should never

outweigh long-term brand considerations.
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company’s business relationships

in high-risk emerging markets can

have a direct and critical impact 

on the brand value, as well as the bottom

line. Once a brand is tarnished, it takes 

a tremendous amount of effort to

overcome the reputational impact, let

alone the monetary penalties that occur

with high-profile violations. As Warren

Buffet once said: “If you lose money for

the firm I will be understanding. If you

lose reputation I will be ruthless.”

For many multinationals, the main risk

concerns about their overseas operations

used to be bribery and corruption, where

local business practices might expose the

parent company to risk of violations

under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices

Act (FCPA). The FCPA set clear rules on

bribery of foreign government officials 

in the pursuit of winning or maintaining

business and has over the past decade

yielded over US$11 billion in fines and

settlements against companies across

the globe. Companies that proactively

established FCPA compliance programs,

and focused on corporate culture, were

ahead of the curve. These companies 

also identified the sales agents and third

parties that the companies relied on, and

incorporated them into their FCPA risk

mitigation strategies. Their goal was to

avoid potential complications, and to

demonstrate that any FCPA violations that

occurred were despite their best effort;

violations were actions against the

company, as opposed to by the

company—a critical distinction when 

the authorities were levying fines.

While compliance with the FCPA is still a

primary concern, there are numerous

other business conduct violations that

companies and their third parties can

commit, and that can lead to equally 

dire reputational and monetary

consequences. These include: 

Trade sanctions – The U.S. government

has greatly enhanced its trade

sanctions/export controls enforcement

program and the implications of a

violation can be disastrous. In May 2018

ZTE was nearly driven out of business 

by a 7-year ban on access to U.S.-origin

components, principally because it was

found to have violated the prohibition 

on export of U.S.-origin products to Iran.

The company agreed to a deal one 

month later, restoring access to U.S.

components, in exchange for a US$1.2

billion fine. There have been dozens of

other high-value trade sanctions fines

issued in the last few years, with third

parties often playing the role of conduit 

to restricted entities and customers. 

Supply chain integrity – The ethical

supply of labor is a growing concern for

many internationally focused legislators

(see the UK Modern Slavery Act of 2015).

For example, following public scrutiny of

its labor supply chain, Apple began

training more than three million supplier

employees on their rights, tracking the

working hours of 1.3 million people on a

weekly basis, and conducting integrity

audits of over 750 suppliers. One

situation that came to light in Apple’s

review was a scheme involving 700

workers from the Philippines who had

been extorted out of US$1 million by the

staffing agency that had recruited them

for the opportunity to work at an Apple

supplier. 

Environment – Many of the world’s

largest corporate penalties involve

environmental disasters. The Deepwater

Horizon spill has cost BP over US$20

billion so far. Disasters can also be

caused by third parties, which is exactly

what happened in the 1990s to Total in

one of France’s worst environmental

disasters, the Erika spill. Despite the fact

that the tanker was owned and operated

by a third party, Total ended up paying

over EUR 500 million in damages and

cleanup costs for not properly vetting and

monitoring the safety compliance of the

ship’s operator. Stories of lingering effects

can tarnish a company’s brand for years.

Cyber/personal data – Cyber breaches

get headlines because they involve

personal data that people entrust to

companies. Third parties are considered

the weak link in cyber defenses, it has

been reported that one of the key

potential contributors to the recent

Marriott/Starwood breach has been the

multiple layers of third-party vendor

technologies within its systems. One

often-quoted industry statistic is that 

63 percent of reported cyber breaches

involved third-party vendors. Considering

the risks of a personal data breach under

General Data Protection Regulation

(where fines can be levied at 5 percent of

global revenues), the risks can be

enormous.

While compliance with
the FCPA is still a primary
concern, there are
numerous other
business conduct
violations that
companies and their
third parties can commit,
and that can lead to
equally dire reputational
and monetary
consequences. 
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Intellectual property – Companies

relying on third parties for product

development might be unwittingly

exposing themselves to liability or fines 

if they are subject to third-party IP

violations. Is an online marketplace like

Amazon, eBay, or Alibaba responsible for

IP violations of the vendors selling on its

platform? A recent lawsuit in Hollywood

claimed that Disney is liable for trademark

infringements of a third-party supplier—a

digital company that had produced 3D

images using allegedly stolen IP. 

How can a company protect itself?

A good place to start is the ABAC

risk/compliance assessment that many

companies are already undertaking.

These can be updated to incorporate the

broader spectrum of business conduct

risks and to ensure that they account for

the behavior of third parties. A few

suggestions to consider: 

- Holistic risk and compliance

assessments – a critical assessment of

how, and to what extent, a company may

be subject to ethical violations (directly

and through third parties). Many

companies are familiar with the process

of a fraud risk assessment—a similar

approach focused on brand-affecting

business conduct risks is a good way 

to start.

- Distributor/ third party audits – a

number of companies have rolled out

formal, proactive and risk-based

programs to assess the ABAC

compliance of key third parties; consider

expanding these to cover a broader set

of business conduct risks. 

- Due diligence – it remains critically

important to conduct thorough Integrity

Due Diligence (IDD) on third parties

before entering into relationships, or

engaging in a transaction, especially

those that operate in roles that could

expose the parent company to the 

key business practices risks. 

- Awareness – training on codes of

conduct and ethical business practices

should be routine, and management

should reinforce the appropriate “tone

from the top” (think Buffet): that it does

not condone violating the company’s

ethical principles, for any reason. Some

companies extend this to key third

parties or require them to conduct 

and demonstrate their own awareness

campaigns. 

- Monitoring – the monitoring of

business conduct risks should be

proactive and ongoing. The key risks 

can be identified in a risk assessment

and the responsible function should be

provided regularly with the information

and data required to identify concerns

as they arise.

- Internal reporting lines and

investigation capabilities – it is

imperative that non-retaliation policies

are clear and accompanied by well

publicized and accessible reporting

channels. Employees as well as third

parties should know that concerns

reported in good faith are kept

confidential and acted upon, thereby

reducing the probability of someone

reporting concerns externally (i.e.

directly to the press or authorities).

Conclusion

Even if a company purports to have an

arms-length relationship with third

parties, it is not protected from an ethical

fallout if the third party is violating key

business conduct rules. Compliance with

ethical business practice norms requires

constant attention and must extend to all

of those entities that act on a company’s

behalf. The implications are not just legal

and monetary, the brand is at stake as

well.

by Collin Keeney, Director, Financial

Advisory, Deloitte Middle East

Endnotes

1. www.securelink.com/blog/biggest-cybersecurity-

trends-impacting-enterprise-organizations-2018/
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ethical fallout if the third party is
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Automatic 
for the people
An automated immigration system will certainly

expedite a laborious process but can removing

the human touch be more harmful than

beneficial? For some groups of people, this

author argues, it just may be. 
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orkforces today need to be

more mobile than ever. The

need to mobilize employees in

another territory other than their home

country is often dictated by an urgent

business need. Across the GCC an

immediate need has not necessarily been

translated into an immediate resource.

Immigration authorization in the region

has historically been document-intensive

and often a lengthy process owing largely

to the document review time needed and

the in-person manual filing that was

usually required. Accordingly, it was not

uncommon for GCC mobility lead times

to eventually run into several months.

Geopolitical volatilities in the region, 

the threat of terrorism and the growing

sophistication of organized crime have

further necessitated the need to have

immigration security procedures that

prioritize robustness and thoroughness

over expedience and efficiency. To this

end, employers throughout the GCC

region frequently lost time, money and

even commercial advantage owing to the

uncertainty and protracted nature of

immigration clearance procedures.

Faster, or better still, instant clearance

times without compromising security 

had always been regarded as an

unachievable, utopian ideal but what 

was once considered a pipe dream 

could now be made possible with 

greater automation. 

Automation in GCC immigration

processes is not a new phenomenon. 

The introduction and augmentation 

of both, instant e-visas and airport

immigration clearance as a self-service

transaction (via multi-biometric

verification) are two examples of such

automation. In both systems, human

intervention and/or adjudication is

obsolete, with the decision-making

component now largely automated.

Manual involvement has not been

removed entirely from either process, 

but instead is reserved for problem cases

and technical issues.

For issues surrounding work and

residency permits in the GCC, human

discretion still plays a prominent role. It is

this part of the immigration process that

can frustrate employers and employees

alike, with many unable to contend 

with the inherently lengthy residency

processes of some GCC countries. This

leads to global mobility teams often

favoring instead to parachute resources

in and out of the region on a rotational

basis by utilizing—and sometimes risking

flaunting the short-term business visit

visa rules of the territory in question.

However, this approach can be a

dangerous one if not diligently

monitored: since 2016 for example,

overstaying in the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia (KSA) carries the risk of

deportation, and/or a lifetime ban 

from re-entry, as possible penalties.

Furthermore, short-term visitors to the

Kingdom should be aware that they may

inadvertently create a taxable presence

for employers based outside of Saudi

Arabia. Any activity that results in revenue

being generated or value created,

regardless of the duration or frequency

of said activity is likely to be deemed by

The General Authority for Zakat and Tax

(GAZT) as a permanent establishment, 

or “PE.” 

Automating some or all of the steps

involved in residency applications

dramatically reduces processing times,

such as can be seen in a number of UAE

Free Zones such as DMCC and DCCA.

However, a fully automated immigration

system raises an ethical question as to

some of the practices involved in fully

automating immigration. Automation in

residency applications invariably involves

profiling prospective applicants based on

the personal data and information they

Faster, or better still,
instant clearance times
without compromising
security had always 
been regarded as an
unachievable, utopian
ideal but what was once
considered a pipe dream
could now be made
possible with greater
automation. 
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provide. This data is then evaluated to

ascertain particulars about the applicant.

This type of auto-evaluation is most

prevalent in banking and financial

institutions whereby an individual or

company is given a credit rating following

an evaluation with no human involvement.

The majority of loan applications will be

evaluated in this way before a decision is

made over whether or not to lend to

individual.

The factors that could contribute to 

an automated immigration credit rating

are numerous and would likely include

nationality, ethnicity, age, religion,

academic qualifications, job title and

salary—each factor contributing to a

weighted and pre-determined overall

score fed into the appropriate

tool/program. Once the parameters 

have been set, automated profiling can

be undertaken with no further human

involvement required. Profiling is about

evaluation and not decisions and the

distinction is an important one. Profiling

could form part of an automated

decision-making activity, but on its own

culminates only in intelligence and

opportunity.

Following an individual’s profile creation,

an automated decision as to the

success/failure of the application needs

to be generated. To be truly automated

the decision must:

- Be arrived at solely by automated

means (i.e. no human discretion); and

- Have a legal or similarly binding impact

on an individual.

This first limb is fairly straightforward; if

any human intervention is involved then

the activity will not qualify as automated

decision-making. If the data is input

manually but the decision-making is

automated, it is still considered as

automated decision-making.

The second limb is not as simple.

Although legal impact is fairly easy to

define—i.e. something which affects an

individual’s legal status/rights—what

constitutes binding is far more nebulous.

There are obvious examples of binding,

such as an automatic refusal of an 

online credit application or e-recruiting

procedures with no human intervention

(such as the use of psychometric testing

to reduce the number of job applicants).

Immigration is unique in this regard as

the decision made will always be

(depending on the jurisdiction in

question) either legal or have a similarly

significant effect, seeing as the

movement of an individual into a territory

is either restricted or permitted based 

on the decision made.

Critics of automation have been quick 

to point out that immigration is a highly

discretionary issue (unlike a loan

application) potentially involving

countless variables and mitigating

circumstances between which even 

the most sophisticated program would

not be able to discern. Opponents of

automated immigration also opine 

that the use of such technologies is

disadvantageous for vulnerable and

under-resourced communities such as

refugees, who often have access to less

robust human rights protections and

fewer resources with which to defend

those rights. In countries where the 

more pervasive automated immigration

techniques are being tested, such as

Canada, many believe that adopting

these technologies in an irresponsible

manner will only exacerbate these

disparities. 

For business and economic migrants

across the GCC the ethical and moral

dilemma over automation is much less

pronounced than it is for other groups,

thus allowing for proliferation of

automation without much objection. 

The litmus test will be the introduction of

profiling and the evaluation and decisions

that stem from this automation. Those

for whom a positive profile is created 

and a favorable immigration decision

garnered in a matter of minutes (not

weeks) the innovation will be lauded as

groundbreaking and necessary. For the

rejected applications, there needs to be

an appeals process, the arbiters of which

must be human, given that the level of

discretion needed will be broad, requiring

a panoramic context that cannot be

determined by an algorithm or

automated process alone. We may be

entering a new automated age for

immigration to benefit the majority but 

in order to have an immigration system

that remains inclusive and open to all, 

the human touch will have to remain for

the foreseeable future.

by Amir Mayo, Senior Manager,

International Tax, Deloitte Middle East
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across the GCC the
ethical and moral
dilemma over
automation is much 
less pronounced than it
is for other groups, thus
allowing for proliferation
of automation without
much objection.
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Workers’
welfare 
Corporate attitude
and commitment
With the issue of sustainability high

on the agenda of senior management

and boards of directors, these

authors explain what it means to be

truly sustainable today and why

ensuring workers’ welfare is good 

for business. 
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he concept of sustainability has

evolved significantly over the past

decade. Whereas initially the focus

was primarily on environmental and

economic sustainability, such as climate

change and financial growth, with an

increased focus on labor concerns, 

the International Labor Organization

committee (ILO) has adopted a resolution

and a set of action-oriented decisions 

to bridge the gap between good

governance and workers’ welfare. Hence,

the topic of social sustainability has taken

the lead to drive sustainability programs

forward, with a focus on the welfare of

workers. 

As organizations seek to align their

businesses with global sustainability

practices and introduce sustainability

reporting as a form of transparency, most

businesses have, over the past decade,

shifted their focus from environmental

sustainability to aspects of social

sustainability. With the solid commitment

to workers’ safety and health, social

sustainability and workers’ welfare have

become an integral part of the business

model.

TAs organizations seek to
align their businesses
with global sustainability
practices and introduce
sustainability reporting as
a form of transparency,
most businesses have,
over the past decade,
shifted their focus from
environmental
sustainability to aspects
of social sustainability. 
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Why it matters…

In the Middle East, the construction

sector has become one of the largest and

fastest growing in the world, specifically

with the upcoming milestones in the Gulf

region that have thrown the issue of

workers’ welfare into perspective as these

countries come under the pressure to

expand their own infrastructure projects

under tight deadlines. This fast growth

has strengthened the sector’s heavy

reliance on migrants to fill gaps in the

construction workforce. A large number

of companies, both private and state-

owned, are protecting these vulnerable

workers in their regional operations and

supply chains.

Companies engaged in the construction

of infrastructure in the Middle East have

sought to identify and address worker

welfare challenges by creating a detailed

compliance framework with contractually

binding worker welfare requirements

based on the Workers’ Charter and the

Workers’ Welfare Standards. These

entities have continuously grown their

internal capacity as well, while also

seeking external expertise by working

with international external monitoring

bodies and other stakeholders.

These companies are aware that, as

employers, they are only truly sustainable

when they ensure the safety, health and

welfare of their workers. It is no longer

permissible to classify a construction 

as fully sustainable if there is even one

casualty during the construction process

at the site, even if other aspects of

sustainability have been complied with. 

There is no doubt that the future of

workers’ welfare is changing dynamically

with organizations and regulatory bodies

establishing guidelines and standards in

this respect by conducting assessments

to determine areas of focus in addition 

to the working and living conditions of

workers, which is a central element of

overall commitment to workers’ welfare.

These guidelines and subsequent

standards provide detailed

understanding to organizations in order

to comply with the different aspects of

workers’ welfare. Accordingly, periodic

compliance checks being carried out by

the relevant authorities and relevant

enforcement mechanism are adopted to

ensure fair practices. Workers’ welfare

compliance checks and inspections are

classified into three different areas: 

- Ethical recruitment inspections aim 

at ensuring that recruitment practices

Companies engaged in the
construction of infrastructure in the
Middle East have sought to identify
and address worker welfare challenges
by creating a detailed compliance
framework with contractually binding
worker welfare requirements based on
the Workers’ Charter and the Workers’
Welfare Standards.
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applied by contractors are ethical,

whereby workers should not be subject

to paying any recruitment fee and the

process prevents any potential unlawful

practices, defines the working hours,

leave balance, air ticket entitlement and

ensures that workers are provided with

possession of health cards, bank cards,

and passports. The process should 

also ensure that there is clear

communication for any grievances of

the workers that is raised and actioned.

- Accommodation inspection aims at

ensuring that appropriate infrastructure

facilities are provided i.e. electricity and

water and workers are provided with

adequate floor area within the bedroom

along with necessary facilities i.e. bed,

storage, mattress, pillow, blanket, etc.

Furthermore, the usage of bedroom

should accommodate no more than

four workers and use of bunk beds

should be restricted. Other facilities

should include laundry.

- Construction site inspections are

primarily focused on providing

assurance that workers are working in

safe conditions and are monitored on a

periodic basis in line with the applicable

health and safety standards with

adequate drinking water and sanitary

facilities that are provided on site.

Medical care should also be provided 

on site as well as the appropriate

recreational facilities such as TV room,

gymnasium, indoor recreation space

and outdoor recreation space.

Additionally, it ensures that proper

maintenance and facility management 

is in place for the accommodation.

What it means for business…

In the early stages of industrialization, 

the scope of workers’ welfare was very

limited. However recent developments 

in the field of management along with

increased oversight of different global

organizations protecting human rights,

has augmented the scope of Workers’

Welfare Management. 

Workers’ welfare is an important aspect

of industrial relations, giving satisfaction

to the worker in a way that even a good

wage cannot. Welfare programs are

aimed at promoting the physical,

psychological and general well-being of

the working population. It is a corporate

attitude or commitment reflected in the

expressed case for employers at all

levels. The workers’ reaction is neutral

towards the facilities provided by the

company. If the measures related to

welfare are not provided to the fullest

extent, the workers’ self-interest and

motivation decreases and their

dedication to the work may decline.

Welfare measures in an organization 

are one of the factors for the workers to

stay within the organization and to work

towards its success.

Is it working?

Work organization, diversity,

compensation and workers’ rights can 

all be classified under the pillar of social

sustainability. But whereas the theory 

is clear, the applicability and

implementation of such topics is less

understood and has, accordingly, 

gained less attention. Inadequately

implementing the required social

sustainability programs/workers’ welfare

measures has resulted in employers

Work organization,
diversity, compensation
and workers’ rights can
all be classified under 
the pillar of social
sustainability. But
whereas the theory is
clear, the applicability
and implementation of
such topics is less
understood and has,
accordingly, gained less
attention.
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being exposed to various risks, such as:

- Reputational risks – due to negative

incidents. May include highlights of such

practices within the industry or media,

monitoring by international human

rights organizations etc.;

- Compliance risks – such as the inability

to comply with the legal and regulatory

requirements in respect to corporate

sustainability; and

- Financial risks to the organization –

which may include penalties, delays in

work, increase in costs, etc.

The main challenge is cost

Many businesses view worker welfare

measures as a cost rather than an

investment. Accordingly, there is the issue

of inconsistent workers’ welfare reporting

among businesses, despite the fact that

they regularly consider the topic within

their sustainability goals, though perhaps

not to the extent required. Many global

businesses have made noticeable and

rapid progress in sustainability; however,

it will be critical to ensure that small and

medium enterprises (SMEs) adapt better

practices and leading approaches and

ensure they can take advantage of these

innovative and beneficial strategies

despite the cost implications associated

with the workers’ welfare measures that

should be in place. 

Opportunities and value additions

A robust methodology towards

compliance inspections on workers’

welfare has managed to achieve

significant improvements to the

workforce, specifically in the Middle East,

whereby workers are being reimbursed

with the recruitment fees paid by them at

the point of recruitment as well as

overtime working hours. Overtime

working hours are also controlled and

monitored to ensure that workers are not

working excessive hours. The inspections

also defined additional allowances that

need to be provided to the workers in

respect of annual return air travel

expenses.

In light of the above, workers have moved

to more livable accommodation wherein

they are also provided with recreational

facilities, their salaries are being paid on 

a timely basis, and grievances of workers

are being raised to a higher level and are

being actioned within an appropriate

timeframe.

What next?

These authors recommend that

employers build a risk-based approach to

identify the focus for future sustainability

work, including surveys and interviews

with stakeholders. They should also

employ a roadmap to improve the

effectiveness of their efforts to drive

compliance with relevant local laws and

industry regulations, which includes:

• Working with embassies and relevant

ministries;

• Ensuring that workers run effective

worker representation mechanisms

(Workers Welfare Forums) and

grievance mechanisms;

• Premobilization approval for sub-

contractors;

• Amplifying workers’ voices;

• Communicating with workers;

• Building management skills; and

• Participating in multi-stakeholder

initiatives.

In order to ensure and reach a truly

sustainable workplace, many

organizations are now closing the 

gap and acting on the matter of

understanding the worker and the

workplace. Such matters become

effective through structured compliance

and inspection programs. A true business

leader would recognize that many of their

sustainability goals may only be achieved

through the power of collaboration and

welfare of their workers.

by Hisham Zeitouny, Partner, Risk

Advisory and Dina Fakih, Principal, Risk

Advisory, Deloitte Middle East
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Many businesses view
worker welfare measures
as a cost rather than an
investment. Accordingly,
there is the issue of
inconsistent workers
welfare reporting among
businesses, despite the
fact that they regularly
consider the topic within
their sustainability goals,
though perhaps not to
the extent required. 
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Not just
(co)working 
9 to 5
Could a shift in key regulations
be the catalyst for major
growth in coworking space
during 2019?
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The emergence of coworking

Coworking is not a new concept. From 

its roots in coffee shops and hotel

lobbies, the first flexible office space was

launched as Regus in Brussels in 1989.

Serviced office space and incubators had

been around since the 1960s, but there

has since been a blurring of the lines

between these concepts as coworking.

From 7,800 worldwide coworking

locations in 2015, it is estimated that

there are now 17,700 locations with

forecasts for up to 30,000 locations by

20221, representing a compound annual

growth rate (CAGR) of 31 percent.

Globally, memberships have grown from

just over half a million in 2015 to an

estimated 2.3 million members in 2018.

Memberships are forecast to grow to 5.1

million by 2022. 

In the Middle East, coworking has begun

to permeate the market with the launch

of AstroLabs in Dubai and KSA, Beehive,

Emaar’s e25, Our Space, 1776, Servcorp’s

Level 41, Dtech, A4 Space, Youth x Hub,

Sheworks, Dour, DIFC’s Fintech Hub and

Tecom’s In5, among others. 

Across the Middle East, flexible office

space occupies less than 1 percent of 

the region’s office stock, while there are

still large international players still not

present in the market. In comparison,

commercial real estate services company

Cushman & Wakefield estimates that

flexible workplace providers in London

occupy approximately 4 percent of

Central London office space and that 21

percent of the office space acquired in

the Central London office market during

2017 was for flexible working. In the

United States, the total number of

coworking operations are greater,

although occupancy reflects

approximately 2 percent of stock in 

key cities.2

Drivers of growth

We consider that the following factors 

will be key drivers of growth across the

Middle East for coworking:

Ownership

The UAE will announce which sectors 

are eligible for 100 percent ownership

outside its free zones in Q1 2019. It is

reported3 that these may include

technology, renewable energy and

artificial intelligence—all prime small 

to medium enterprise (SME) markets—

thus unlocking demand for potential

coworking occupiers. There is potential

that this change in regulations may allow

companies to maintain a presence in

prime areas while seeking out more 

cost-effective coworking options that,

previously, would have only been

accessible to onshore companies

elsewhere. 

Building communities

At the heart of coworking is the notion

that “independent professions and those

with workplace flexibility work better

together than they do alone.”4 Coworking

has typically attracted start-ups and SME

occupiers who see themselves as part of

a community. In their 2018 global survey

of coworking operations, online magazine

Deskmag5 identified that 81 percent of

coworking operations see individual

customers as their main target market,

while 4 percent see companies with over

100 employees as their main target

market. Deskmag also indicate that the

average age of a coworker is 36, aligning

with the large cohort of entrepreneurs in

the sub-40 age bracket across the region.

Access to partners

The most successful coworking

operations engage with private sector

partners who offer occupiers access to

technology, software, mentors, funding

and a doorstep talent pool. Across the

Middle East, coworkers benefit from

partners including IBM, Google,

Microsoft, Standard Chartered and GE.

IFRS 16

Leases or licenses under 12 months are

permitted for exclusion under IFRS 16,

indicating there will not be a requirement

to capitalize related rental liabilities on 

an occupier’s balance sheet. In view of

continued macro-economic headwinds, 

it may be the encouragement larger

corporate occupiers need to view flexible

office space as a more mainstream

solution to accommodate staff. A number

of coworking operators have space that 

is exclusively tailored to corporate

requirements and offer single entity

solutions. 

Looking at global trends,
it is not only the office
sector where coworking
is a disruptor. The United
States has witnessed an
increasing trend whereby
coworking operations are
being set up in vacant
mall space and even
integrating retail as part
of the coworking
environment.
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Mall vacancies

Looking at global trends, it is not only 

the office sector where coworking is 

a disruptor. The United States has

witnessed an increasing trend whereby

coworking operations are being set up in

vacant mall spaces and even integrating

retail as part of the coworking

environment. In Dubai, space within 

the Emirates Towers mall has been

successfully converted from retail to

accommodate the Youth x Hub. 

Capital expenditure

A key attraction of coworking space is the

initial capital expenditure and time saving

when compared to conventional space.

Coworking occupiers plug and play

without considering fit out and furniture

costs, brokerage fees, utilities, broadband

connections and dilapidations (to name

but a few considerations). 

Based on analysis undertaken in Q4

2018, when compared to all the costs

associated with conventional space,

coworking space can be:

• Up to 50 percent more cost-effective 

for up to 10 staff on a one-year term

• 5 percent more cost-effective for 10

staff on a three-year term 

• Up to 20 percent more expensive for 

10 staff on a five-year term

Conclusion

The Middle East, compared to global

markets, has a low penetration of flexible

office supply when total stock is

considered. With new players likely to

enter the coworking market, this is likely

to change. This change is being driven by

opportunities created by new company

ownership regulations, preferences of

SMEs who are increasingly being run by 

a younger demographic, changes to

accounting treatments, market vacancy

rates for more traditional forms of

occupation and of course, the bottom

line—a potential cost reduction.

by Oliver Morgan, Director, Financial

Advisory, Deloitte Middle East
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A reality check on
advanced vehicle
technologies
The idea of self-driving and
electrified vehicles is gaining
acceptance among global
consumers, but is this enough
to make our utopian dreams
come true?
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ou would be hard-pressed to 

open an automotive industry

publication these days and not 

be inundated by articles detailing new

possibilities of bringing autonomous and

electrified vehicles to market. Indeed,

manufacturers, suppliers, and tech

companies are investing enormous

amounts of money to make these

technologies a reality. There are several

reasons behind this R&D push:

Autonomous vehicles have the potential

to dramatically improve road safety by

reducing driver error; and electric

vehicles (EVs) can reduce the negative

environmental impact caused by burning

fossil fuels for transportation. Although

these are undeniably positive goals,

achieving them may be more difficult

than we think. In fact, the current pace 

of investment in advanced vehicle

technologies can be described as a game

of high-stakes poker where the players

are all in, and the outcome is largely

undetermined, though unlikely to favor

everyone at the table.

Capital allocations for these

technologies are skyrocketing

In an industry where it has become

increasingly difficult to differentiate

between vehicles or brands, leading-edge

technologies such as autonomous driving

and electrification represent a huge

opportunity to fundamentally change a

hypercompetitive playing field that has

been maturing over the last 100 years.

Most analysts will agree that electrified,

autonomous vehicles will be part of our

lives at some point in the future, but

there are many different opinions

regarding how long it will take for that 

to happen on a large scale. Optimists

believe we are sitting on the edge of a

revolution that is ready to play out in the

next several years. On the other hand, a

more conservative view tempers this

enthusiasm by taking into account

several headwinds that, when combined,

especially threaten traditional

automakers.

It’s difficult to accurately determine the

amount of money being shoveled into

these new technologies, but a recent

study by the Brookings Institute

estimates investment in the autonomous

technology ecosystem to be at least

US$80 billion over the past three years.1

Similar levels of investment have recently

been announced by several automakers

looking to push their global powertrain

strategies toward an electric future. For

example, Volkswagen has stated its total

investment in electric vehicles will be in

the range of US$86 billion by 2022.2

On the surface, these investments seem

well founded. Recent findings from the

2018 Deloitte global automotive consumer

study suggest that consumers may be

warming to the concept of fully self-

driving vehicles: 47 percent of US

consumers in this year’s study feel that

autonomous cars will not be safe, which

is down significantly from last year’s 74

percent. The same can be said for every

country covered in the study (figure 1),

for example, South Korea (54 percent this

year felt self-driving vehicles will not be

safe vs. 81 percent last year); Germany

(45 percent this year vs. 72 percent last

year); and France (37 percent vs. 65

percent).3 However, even though the

survey results suggest a positive

directional trend for autonomous

vehicles, it still leaves almost half of

consumers in most markets doubting 

the safety of this technology. While we

fully expect consumers’ acceptance of

autonomous vehicle technology to grow

more favorable with real-world positive
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experiences, how this new technology

can effectively be monetized should be a

concern for company boards and senior

executives searching for signs that these

investment decisions will yield significant

returns down the road.

Evidence suggests it will be difficult 

for manufacturers to see substantial

returns on investments in autonomous

technology using current business

models, as a significant number of

consumers in countries such as Germany

(50 percent), the United States (38

percent), and Japan (31 percent) are

unwilling to pay any additional money for

vehicles equipped with this feature.4 And

for those willing to pay extra, the amount

they find acceptable is a pittance

compared to the costs associated with

developing and equipping vehicles with

this technology.5

The results for electric vehicles are

similar, where 42 percent of German

consumers and just over one-third of

consumers in both Japan and the 

United States indicate they are unwilling

to incur any additional costs for access to

alternative powertrain technology.6 This

all strongly implies that something more

fundamental—the very core of today’s

business-to-consumer business 

models—will need to change in order 

to capture a reasonable return on

investment in these technologies. Shifting

market fundamentals, as outlined below,

only further reinforce this point.

Market fundamentals are shifting,

raising the stakes

There are a number of factors at play 

in global automotive markets, further

complicating the demand for and

investment in autonomous and electric

vehicle technologies:

Fluctuating demand

Several markets around the world have

been posting record levels of vehicle

demand in the last few years as the

recovery from the global recession has

played out—but this demand differs from

region to region. While year-over-year

performance in the United States has

been quite robust, with the market still

hovering near record levels, growth has

now tapered off, leading many industry

watchers to wonder how much is left in

the tank. European demand found a

tentative foothold in the last couple of

years, but economic concerns around

Brexit are casting a long shadow over

growth expectations for the region. 

Even China is looking at muted demand

expectations going forward, after riding 

a huge wave of middle-class expansion

for several years.
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Evidence suggests it will be difficult 
for manufacturers to see substantial
returns on investments in autonomous
technology using current business
models.

Figure 1. Consumers who think fully self-driving vehicles will be unsafe (percent)

Source: 2017 and 2018 Deloitte global automotive consumer studies
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In fact, global demand for light vehicles is

starting to stall. Recent forecasts expect

annual growth to be limited to between

1.5 and 2.5 percent going forward into

the middle of the next decade.7 At the

forefront of these concerns is the 

United States, where most analysts 

are predicting a cyclical downturn. A

significant uptick in the level of incentives,

averaging US$3,472 per vehicle in

October 2017, suggests that the market

is already being artificially propped up.8

While the industry has put the economic

meltdown of 2009–2010 behind it, the

still massive fixed costs of mass-market

incumbents could potentially make them

as sensitive to volume fluctuations—

especially downturns—as they were a

decade ago.

Given these tightening global market

conditions, many automakers may need

to prioritize operational investments,

making it more difficult to justify large

capital allocations in a time of

uncertainty. This scenario could also

destabilize many of the strategic

partnerships that are developing

between traditional manufacturers and

the suppliers shouldering a significant

amount of the overall investment in 

these technologies.

The transportation-on-demand

wildcard

Global vehicle demand may also go

through significant change as

transportation-on-demand service

models gain greater traction. For

example, even in a traditionally car-loving

country like the United States, 23 percent

of consumers from our study said they

used ride-hailing or ridesharing services

at least once a week, and a further 22

percent said they use these services once

in a while.9 Most interestingly, 52 percent

of this combined user group said they 

are actively questioning whether they

need to own a vehicle going forward.10

In India, the situation is even more

pronounced, where 85 percent of

consumers indicated they have used a

shared mobility service, and 61 percent

of those users questioned the need to

own a vehicle.11 Such statistics point

toward a growing trend of mass

urbanization happening in many

countries and a potential future where

personal vehicle ownership is drastically

reduced in favor of shared mobility

fleets—a significantly different global

market reality to which traditional

manufacturers, suppliers, and other

stakeholders may find it difficult to adjust.

Having said that, strategies regarding 

the next stage of growth for ridesharing

fleets being developed by both traditional

automotive manufacturers and industry

disruptors are becoming increasingly

intertwined with the adoption of

autonomous technology.12 But in select

markets around the world, ridesharing

services have encountered regulatory

headwinds. While we expect these

regulatory setbacks to be mere speed

bumps challenging the growth of this new

form of transportation, the uncertainty of

the regulatory environment should be a

concern if the large capital investments in

autonomous technology are predicated

on scaling it through the shared mobility

model. In this regard, disruptors have a

distinct advantage, as their typical capital-

and asset-light business models are not

burdened by the significant existing asset

base and broader set of capital

requirements of traditional automakers.

Affordability

There is also a growing affordability issue

in key markets such as the United States,

where the average transaction price for a

new vehicle continues to hover in record

territory, hitting US$35,428 in October

2017, representing a 1.5 percent increase

on a year-over-year basis.13 In response,

more consumers are looking to exploit

financial tools such as leasing and long-

term loans as a way to keep monthly

vehicle payments within reach. According

to Edmunds, leasing remains near-record

levels, accounting for almost one-third of

new vehicle transactions (31.1 percent)

through the first half of this year.14 As for

loan terms, the average term for the US

market hit a record high of 69.3 months

in June 2017.15

As a result, consumers may be

increasingly hesitant to commit to

vehicles equipped with autonomous or

electric powertrain features, as these

vehicles typically command a significant

price premium compared with more

traditional vehicles. Ironically, it is this

affordability issue that may prompt

consumers to rethink vehicle ownership

altogether, opting for the much lower,

usage-based cost model that shared

transportation represents. At the very

least, it may prompt consumers to look 
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at acquiring a used vehicle. With record

numbers of off-lease vehicles becoming

available over the next few years, prices

of used vehicles should moderate,

encouraging a substantial number of

consumers to effectively prolong the 

use of “conventional” vehicles.

While recent survey results (figure 2)

suggest that the percentage of people

who would prefer an alternative

powertrain in their next vehicle has

increased over the past 12 months in 

key global markets such as China, India,

Japan, and Germany, consumers in both

the United States and Japan cite price

premiums as the biggest reason they 

will not consider buying a full battery-

powered electric vehicle (BEV). In fact, 

80 percent of US consumers would still

prefer either a gas or a diesel powertrain

in their next vehicle (which is actually up

from 76 percent in last year’s study)—

likely due to the low fuel cost

environment in the United States, where

gas prices continue to hover in the range

of US$2.50 per gallon.16

To date, US consumers have been

enticed into buying electrified vehicles

through the use of heavy government

incentives, which can range up to

US$7,500, depending on the model.17

However, even with these federal tax

credits in place, the US electric vehicle

market has struggled to gain a foothold,

accounting for only a small portion of

annual vehicle sales.

Regulatory-driven electrification

Policy makers in a variety of global

jurisdictions are aggressively promoting

the next generation of urban

environment that includes a clean,

connected, efficient, and safe

transportation system. In fact, countries,

such as Norway, Britain, France, and the

Netherlands have already announced

that they plan to ban the sale of vehicles

that run on conventional gas and diesel

engines over the next two to three

decades. China is also studying a timeline

to move away from traditional gas- and

diesel-engine vehicles, in large part due

to government desire to both stem

harmful emissions that are choking major

cities as well as significantly reduce the

country’s reliance on imported oil.18 India

also aims to have an all-electric vehicle

fleet by 2030, prompting automakers

such as Hyundai and Suzuki to announce

aggressive plans to introduce a range of

electric vehicles in the Indian market.19

The combination of all these government

announcements make the drive to

electrification seem inevitable in most

markets, but autonomous cars have yet

to be given a clear regulatory mandate

that companies can use to justify their

massive capital investments.

However, for the time being, consumers

remain wary of electric vehicles as the

technology races to keep up with

unrelenting expectations. The main

reason Chinese and German consumers

are keeping their distance from BEVs is

anxiety over how far they can drive on 

a single battery charge. Similarly,

consumers in both India and South 

Korea are the most concerned about a

lack of vehicle-charging infrastructure in

their respective countries.
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Figure 2. Consumer preference for engine type in next vehicle (percent, 2018)

Source: 2018 Deloitte global automotive consumer study

Note: “Other” category includes ethanol, compressed natural gas, and hydrogen fuel cell
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In several countries around the world, 

the investment required to update

already-flagging infrastructure to facilitate

advanced technologies such as electric

charging stations and smart sensors is

staggering. It calls for creative, long-term

thinking in the face of dramatic changes

to traditional funding models. This

includes the most basic implication

regarding electric vehicles: no gas tax

revenue to fund large-scale government

projects. For this reason, many

jurisdictions, including India, are looking

to public-private partnerships for the

funding required to modernize mobility

systems.20 In Europe, automakers BMW,

Daimler, Volkswagen, and Ford have set

up a joint venture called Ionity with a goal

to install a network of 400 high-power

electric vehicle charging stations, each

costing approximately US$233,000,

across the continent by 2020.21

What’s it going to take for consumers

to get on board?

Safety, brand trust, and cost are all 

major factors determining consumer

acceptance of these two technologies,

especially self-driving vehicles. For

example, 54 percent of US consumers in

last year’s study said they would be more

likely to ride in an autonomous vehicle if

it was offered by a brand they trust; the

number has increased to 63 percent 

this year.22

Interestingly, consumers in China are 

the most positive about self-driving

vehicles, with the percentage of people

who think autonomous cars will not be

safe plunging from 62 percent last year 

to only 26 percent in this year’s study.

One of the reasons for this difference

could be that Chinese consumers

recognize their country ranks among 

the highest in the world for annual road

fatalities.23 Younger consumers in several

global markets also seem more likely to

embrace autonomous technology, with

70 percent of the Generation Y/Z

population cohort in the United States

saying they would be more likely to use 

a self-drive vehicle if it were produced by

a trusted brand. This compares with 62

percent of Generation X and 56 percent

of Boomer/Pre-Boomer consumers.

That said, even though brand trust is

becoming more important, the type of

company consumers would most trust 

to bring fully self-driving technology to

market has not changed over last year

(figure 3). Consumers in Japan, Germany,

and the United States still favor
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Figure 3. Companies consumers trust most to bring fully autonomous vehicle technology to market (percent, 2018)

Source: 2018 Deloitte global automotive consumer study
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Several companies,
including some of the
largest tech companies
in the world, have been
testing autonomous
technology for many
years with relatively few
issues, but it only takes
one negative incident to
destroy much of the
goodwill, faith, and
interest built up around
these long-term R&D
experiments.

traditional vehicle manufacturers; this is

in contrast to consumers in South Korea,

India, and China, who would most favor

new autonomous vehicle manufacturers

or existing technology companies.24 One

of the reasons for this difference could

be tied to the relative strength of

automotive brands in more mature

markets.

Another way to make consumers 

feel more comfortable about new

technologies such as autonomous

vehicles is to prove that the technology

can be used safely and reliably in real-

world conditions. Whether it’s a serious

accident linked to the use of autonomous

drive features, or a relatively minor

fender-bender involving a fully self-

driving shuttle in Las Vegas,25 the result 

is similar: consumers who seriously

question the readiness of the technology.

For example, 71 percent of US

consumers said they would be more

likely to ride in an autonomous vehicle 

if it had an established safety record (up

from 68 percent last year). It is a similar

story in South Korea (83 percent vs. 70

percent), and Germany (63 percent vs. 

47 percent).26 In response, several

companies, including some of the largest

tech companies in the world, have been

testing autonomous technology for many

years with relatively few issues, but it only

takes one negative incident to destroy

much of the goodwill, faith, and interest

built up around these long-term R&D

experiments.

In addition, the price premium for a

battery-powered vehicle should come

down as battery production increases. 

In fact, battery prices have dropped by

nearly 50 percent since 2013, from
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US$599 per kilowatt hour to US$273 per

kilowatt hour in 2016. Prices will likely fall

even further, potentially hitting US$100

per kilowatt hour by 2026,27 making BEVs

more price-competitive with traditional

vehicles and, ultimately, a more attractive

option to consumers. However, these

projections are based on using lithium-

ion batteries, which run the risk of

igniting if punctured during an accident.

New developments in battery technology

such as the use of solid-state materials

promise to improve the overall safety of

batteries used in BEVs, but they are also

likely to cost more, at least in the near

term.

Finally, with an increasing number of

connected vehicles in operation,

consumers also express fear that their

vehicle could be compromised by a

hacker with malicious intent. In a recent

poll conducted by the American

International Group, nearly 75 percent of

respondents listed vehicle hacking as an

issue of concern.28 As a result, our survey

shows that 54 percent of US consumers

would feel better about riding in self-

driving cars if governments would

implement standards and regulations to

help ensure manufacturers are taking

cybersecurity issues as seriously as

possible.

Where is all this going?

Considering the headwinds of slowing

demand and cooling global conditions

that threaten to derail several key

automotive markets around the world, 

it is unlikely that OEMs, suppliers, and

technology companies will be able to

sustain the frantic pace of capital

allocations currently flowing into

autonomous drive and electric

powertrain development. Even

companies that are actively looking 

for ways to maintain a level of focused

investment through market

rationalization, brand divestitures, or

operational cost cutting are likely to find 

it difficult. In fact, some companies may

quickly find themselves struggling with

more immediate operational issues that

take precedence over long-term

technology investment strategies.

At the end of the day, it can be argued

that the investment process required to

bring fully autonomous and electrified

vehicle technology into the mainstream 

is not yet mature enough. Driverless cars

are still very much in an experimental

stage, and new developments such as

solid-state batteries designed to improve

the performance and safety of BEVs

remain just out of reach. The further out

the investment window goes, the harder

it will be for most players to justify and

maintain their spending on development.

For this reason alone, it is likely that

companies will have to make some hard

choices in terms of which technology

investment bets they are able and willing

to make.

The difficulty these companies face is

compounded by their need to make

significant investments in a host of 

other areas, including mobility services,

advanced materials, connectivity, and the

digital transformation of the customer

experience. In short, the cumulative

demand for capital investment in the

automotive sector is nothing short of

astonishing, and while global consumer

interest in advanced technologies is

somewhat encouraging, their appetite 

to pay for any of it is very limited.

Going forward, the following three

takeaways should be top of mind for

industry stakeholders:

At the end of the day, it
can be argued that the
investment process
required to bring fully
autonomous and
electrified vehicle
technology into the
mainstream is not yet
mature enough.
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• New business models will be

necessary to capture a return.

Consider that dozens of companies are

engaged in a gold rush to develop and

own the predominant autonomous

vehicle platform. Not everyone investing

in this technology is going to win. And

consumers are only willing to pay for

certain technologies using current “sell-

to-consumer” business models. At a

minimum, autonomous technology

investments will require new business

models to monetize investments. This,

in turn, may further open the door 

for disruptors to capitalize on your

investment. If a comprehensive

business model solution is needed to

generate an appropriate return on the

technology investment, be prepared for

the Herculean challenge of creating 

new successful business models. As

advanced and complicated as it is, the

technology is actually the easy part.

• Keep a watchful eye on regulators

and policymakers. Sooner or later

standards will be imposed on all of this

new technology. History suggests the

fragmented nature of regulation across

markets will play out here as well.

Standards represent both an

opportunity to moderate technology

development and investment toward

clearer targets, as well as a threat to

undermine any competitive advantage

for first movers. Early, active, and

consistent involvement with regulators

in tandem with ecosystem partners is

essential to best inform investment

decisions and market plans.

Environmental policy pressure around

the world is likely to grow, suggesting 

EV and similar alternative powertrain

technologies are perhaps a safer bet,

while the opportunities and challenges

for autonomous technology are more

varied and may need a different mind-

set to calibrate the timing and level of

investments.

• Don’t lose sight of the present while

chasing the future. Finally, there are

more than 325 million vehicles in

operation in North America, with a

further 390 million in Europe, and 165

million in China alone.29 Given the sheer

size of the global vehicle parc, or total

vehicle population, and the fact that

each one now lasts for 10–15 years or

more, the kind of transformational

change that comes with autonomous

driving and electric powertrains will

likely take several decades to reach a

tipping point in an industry that has

been maturing for well over a century.

Players that forget this reality in the

frenzy of making big bets on the future

may not survive long enough to see 

that future eventually unfold.

Reprinted from Deloitte Review, issue #23: 2018

by Craig Giffi, Joseph Vitale Jr., 

Thomas Schiller, and Ryan Robinson
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Building 3, Emaar Square
Downtown Dubai
P.O. Box 4254
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 4 376 8888
Fax       +971 (0) 4 376 8899

Financial Advisory Services
Al Fattan Currency House, 
Building 1, DIFC
P.O. Box 112865
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 4 506 4700
Fax      +971 (0) 4 327 3637

Tax Services
Al Fattan Currency House, 
Building 1, DIFC 
P.O. Box 282056
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 4 506 4700
Fax      +971 (0) 4 327 3637

Bahrain
Manama
United Tower
Bahrain Bay
P.O. Box 421
Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Phone  +973 (0) 1 721 4490
Fax       +973 (0) 1 721 4550

Egypt
Cairo
Nile City South Tower – 6th floor
2005 A Cornish El Nile, 
Ramlet Boulaq
Cairo, Egypt
Phone +20 (0) 2 246 199 09
Fax       +20 (0) 2 246 199 04

Alexandria 
Madinet El Sayadla
Building No 10, Smouha 
Alexandria, Egypt 
Phone +20 (0) 3 426 4975
Fax       +20 (0) 3 426 4975

Iraq
Erbil
Empire Business Complex 
Building C1 – Fifth Floor 
Erbil, Iraq
Phone +964 (0) 66 257 6200 

Baghdad
Al Mansour Hotel, Floor 4, Suite 407
Al-Salhiya District
P.O. Box 8020
Baghdad, Iraq
Phone +964 (0) 770 694 6554

Jordan
Amman
Jabal Amman, 
190 Zahran Street
P.O. Box 248
Amman 11118, Jordan
Phone +962 (0) 6 550 2200
Fax       +962 (0) 6 550 2210

Kuwait
Kuwait City
Dar Al-Awadi Complex
Ahmed Al-Jaber Street, Sharq 
P.O. Box 20174 
Safat 13062, Kuwait 
Phone +965 2240 8844
Fax       +965 2240 8855

Lebanon
Beirut
Arabia House
131 Phoenicia Street
Ain Mreisseh
P.O. Box 11-961 
Beirut, Lebanon
Phone +961 (0) 1 364 700
Fax       +961 (0) 1 369 820

Libya
Tripoli
Tripoli Tower
P.O. Box 93645
Tripoli, Libya
Phone +218 (0) 92 370 1049 

Oman
Muscat
Minaret Al Qurum Building, Level 6
Qurum Area, Muscat
P.O. Box 258 
Ruwi, Postal Code 112 
Sultanate of Oman
Phone +968 (0) 2481 7775
Fax       +968 (0) 2481 5581

Palestinian Territories
Ramallah
Al Mashreq Insurance Building
P.O. Box 447 
Ramallah, Palestinian 
Controlled Territories
Phone +970 (0) 2 295 4714
Fax       +970 (0) 2 298 4703

Qatar
Doha
Al Ahli Bank Building 
Sheikh Suhaim Bin Hamad Street 
P.O. Box 431 
Doha, Qatar
Phone +974 (0) 4434 1112
Fax       +974 (0) 4442 2131

Saudi Arabia
Riyadh
Prince Turki Bin Abdullah 
Al-Saud Street
Sulaimana Area
P.O. Box 213 
Riyadh 11411, Saudi Arabia
Phone +966 (0) 1 282 8400
Fax       +966 (0) 1 282 8428

Al Khobar
ABT Building, Al Khobar 
P.O. Box 182
Dammam 31411, Saudi Arabia
Phone +966 (0) 13 668 5700 
Fax       +966 (0) 3 887 3931

Jeddah
Saudi Business Center
Madinah Road
P.O. Box 442
Jeddah 21411, Saudi Arabia
Phone +966 (0) 1 2 657 2725
Fax       +966 (0) 1 2 657 2722

United Arab Emirates
Abu Dhabi
Al Sila Tower, 11th floor
Abu Dhabi Global Market Square
P.O. Box 990 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 2 408 2424
Fax       +971 (0) 2 408 2525

Dubai
Emaar Square, Building 3, Level 6
Downtown Dubai
P.O. Box 4254 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 4 376 8888
Fax       +971 (0) 4 376 8899

Fujairah
Al-Fujairah National Insurance Co.
Building, 6th floor
P.O. Box 462 
Fujairah, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 9 222 2320
Fax       +971 (0) 9 222 5202

Ras Al-Khaimah
Julphar Commercial Towers, Level 19 
P.O. Box 435 
Ras Al-Khaimah, United Arab
Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 7 227 8892
Fax       +971 (0) 7 227 7465

Sharjah
United Arab Bank Building, 13th
floor
Al Buhairah Corniche
P.O. Box 5470
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 (0) 6 517 9500
Fax       +971 (0) 6 517 9501

Yemen
Sana’a
Sanaa Trade Center
Algeria Street, Sanaa
P.O. Box 15655
Alsafyah, Yemen
Phone +967 (0) 1 448 374 
Fax      +967 (0) 1 448 378
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Unique problems need

unique solutions.



This publication has been written in general terms and therefore cannot be relied on to cover 

specific situations; application of the principles set out will depend upon the particular circumstances

involved and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before acting or refraining from

acting on any of the contents of this publication. 

Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), its global network of

member firms, and their related entities. DTTL (also referred to as “Deloitte Global”) and each of its

member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL does not provide services to

clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/about to learn more. 

Deloitte is a leading global provider of audit and assurance, consulting, financial advisory, risk

advisory, tax and related services. Our network of member firms in more than 150 countries and

territories, serves four out of five Fortune Global 500® companies. Learn how Deloitte’s

approximately 280,000 people make an impact that matters at www.deloitte.com. 

Deloitte & Touche (M.E.) (DME) would be pleased to advise readers on how to apply the principles 

set out in this publication to their specific circumstances. Deloitte & Touche (M.E.) accepts no duty 

of care or liability for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result 

of any material in this publication.

DME is a licensed member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) and is a leading

professional services firm established in the Middle East region with uninterrupted presence since

1926. DME’s presence in the Middle East region is established through its affiliated independent 

legal entities, which are licensed to operate and to provide services under the applicable laws and

regulations of the relevant country. DME’s affiliates and related entities cannot oblige each other

and/or DME, and when providing services, each affiliate and related entity engages directly and

independently with its own clients and shall only be liable for its own acts or omissions and not 

those of any other affiliate.

DME provides audit and assurance, tax, consulting, financial advisory and risk advisory services

through 25 offices in 14 countries with more than 3,300 partners, directors and staff. It has also

received numerous awards in the last few years which include, Middle East Best Continuity and

Resilience provider (2016), World Tax Awards (2017), Best Advisory and Consultancy Firm (2016), 

the Middle East Training & Development Excellence Award by the Institute of Chartered Accountants

in England and Wales (ICAEW), as well as the best CSR integrated organization.
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